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Debbie Fleming Caffery: Best Juke Box, 2013. Gelatin silver print. Courtesy Octavia Art Gallery.

Caffery’s Poignant Moments
BY TERRINGTON CALAS
barely off-center ― seizing your notice. And then, there is the insistent play of pattern, of striations upon striations: the scored wall
in the background, the striped sofa, the verticals on the man’s shirt.
Seldom do we see a photograph so compositionally cohesive.
But this picture is certainly not about design. That’s
merely its firm girding. All of Caffery’s work invariably touches
on humanity, even when her subjects are ostensibly distant from
it. In Junior, she confronts ― and verges on entering ― one
personality. Her camera searches the face, revealing a complex,
cerebral quality. It seems to promise a story. You expect a story.
Or, certainly a past, certainly joys and tragedies, unthinkable tragedies. This sort of face usually means precisely that. But Caffery
is not so intrusive. Nor is she even vaguely sentimental. Her Junior reveals nothing. Or, rather, nothing conclusive. The aesthetic
posture here is one of judicious intimation. And, of course, this
visage intimates quite a bit. In an almost blackened room, you
see a white-haired man ― white-haired but with a spotless, lineless face. His frame appears slightly flexed, slightly tightened, as

DEBBIE FLEMING CAFFERY
Southern Work
Octavia Art Gallery
New Orleans, LA

TWO SOMBER, ABSORBING PHOTOGRAPHS, Junior and
Sarah, are exemplars of the contemplative portrait ― the soulsearching, soul-revealing portrait. And, for the viewer, it’s often
a markedly painful kind. But it discloses human truth as few other
genres can. The two images are part of Debbie Fleming Caffery’s
“Southern Work” (on view at Octavia Art Gallery), a strong, if
unwieldy, exhibition chronicling her efforts over the past several
years. Caffery has long been a master of the contemplative portrait, most notably featuring the working people of rural Louisiana.
This display has but a few examples, but they dominate.
You look at the stirringly dark Junior and attempt to read
it formally. It is, by any standard, a faultless pictorial structure.
There is, initially, the canny placement of the figure’s head, just
04

Debbie Fleming Caffery: Junior, 2014. Gelatin silver print. Courtesy Octavia Art Gallery.

tion (a maneuver also mastered by certain of her greatest stylistic
forebears, notably Manuel Alvarez-Bravo and Eugene Meatyard).
In Sarah, these techniques once again yield a perplexity. Seeing
the picture, your immediate grasp is a tone of apprehension, even
dread. But there is also an unmistakable ― and perhaps concomitant ― suggestion of defiance. Or, is it outright contempt? Or,
simply a look of inquisitiveness? No, there is nothing simple about
this. The woman seems disquieted by something or someone;
still, what you perceive is her mystifying response, and ultimately
a mystifying whole. It galvanizes, no question; but it mystifies too.
In most of Caffery’s portraits, this recurring enigma is
what first seizes you. And for a time, you think of that enigma as
the very point of her art. The photographs radiate what Gauguin
called “the mysterious centers of thought . . . an enigmatic power
. . . the undefinable.” Of course, it is almost canonical that serious
art, especially pictorial art, must embody an element of mystery.
It urges wonder; it urges query. And it evinces the strangeness of
life itself. Caffery knows this, and everything she does lies behind
a luring, cryptic veil. Ultimately, however, her mission is beyond

if from weakness, perhaps an illness. And yet, there is a curious,
unwonted aspect that prevails. He looks patently unassailable; his
eyes are barely visible, but somehow they rivet, penetrate. And
he is eerily serene. You register the image, finally, as a beguiling
paradox.
As I say, such impressions result from sheer intimation.
Caffery offers no more. In her portraits, she probes and probes,
and then steps back, creating a kind of benign enigma. There is a
rare nobility in this. You sense an honest esteem that compels her
discretion. And the viewer, in spite of all the visual clues, is left
captivated and perplexed.
This is true even in an image as potent as Sarah. To be
sure, there are varied possibilities here, but only possibilities. The
photograph feels, at once, both sinister and fearful. Again, utter
darkness. The work is a numbing scheme of somber shapes: only
mid-greys and charcoal and black. And Caffery has shrewdly manipulated the space; it obscures the figure, but only to a measured
degree ― prompting a certain urgency in the way we approach it.
This is a maneuver she has wielded again and again with perfec05

this. The veil serves as a vehicle for channeling a crucial but difficult theme: uncloaked humanness. Or, perhaps, humanness as a
besieged condition. The difficult part, plainly, is doing this without bathos.
There is emphatically no bathos in Junior. Rather, you
feel something akin to private heroism, a brave façade conquering,
or attempting to conquer, an invisible plight. The picture’s structure yields an aura of psychic implosion. It’s a gripping design.
Consider the immured, boxed-in setting, and the pose, the backlighting ― all contributing to a smoldering quality. The temptation is to envisage a life of heartbreaking endurance. What halts
that notion is the man’s gaze. It evokes the complex mien of a late
Rembrandt self-portrait ― gentle, detectably sad, but unflinching.
Roland Barthes, commenting on Baroque portraiture, broached the
viewer-subject dynamic: “the gaze that disturbs, intimidates . . .
posits you, implicates you.” Junior is looking just as fixedly as
you are. And his gaze signifies unstallable resilience, puts him in
a place beyond pity.
The aura in Sarah, as I say, is ambiguous enough to preclude any pinpointed emotions. Still, you cannot bypass the woman’s fiercely hypnotic cast. Nor can you deny a certain toughness
in her very bearing. Above, I noted the disquiet in her expression.
Yes. But she exhibits this with an almost dismissive turn of the
head. She looks somehow uncrushed in such a fevered moment.
However complicated her private reality may be, she displays, via
Caffery’s lens, the emblem of an indomitable life.

how one-dimensional it usually appears in our art ― specifically
in American portrait photography. Most often, the depiction of
“seeking the peer” amounts to a clinical typology of separateness;
or worse, a merciless burlesque. What the idea warrants is a deeply subjective ethos. A reach for emotions. Today, few artists will
risk it. Probably, few even understand it. Many still cling to faded
late-modernist pieties that center around irony and the remains of
auto-critical aesthetics. For this reason, the rare psychological
camera artists are important and cherishable. Caffery is probably
the strongest among them.
Her special salience may have to do with her concentration: less on surface distinction and more on interior life. And
clearly, she attains this through personal knowledge. The communication I noted above is crucial. She knows her subjects, knows
that their existence is far more than the tangible facts of appearance. Her keynote is the image of a complex human presence –
the human presented with thoughts and memories poignantly near
the surface. She seems to seek out people with countless incidences limned on their faces, and, moreover, in their very demeanor.
The Junior composition ― every inch of it taken as a whole ― is
tantamount to a layered personal history, and there are few as moving in contemporary photography.
Notably, the complexities Caffery offers invariably ring
true, always seem familiar. You’re intrigued by Sarah’s fears and
contradictions, because you have lived your own. These are pictures of today’s American experience, no matter what the private
circumstance. That experience is an inclement one. And Caffery’s
subjects are ― like all of us ― its survivors.

* * *
IT IS GRATIFYING to speak of resilience and toughness in these
works. Caffery does her job well; she persuades us of the power
of the human spirit. But she does more than that. In Junior and
Sarah ― and in countless other portraits in the past ― there is also
an inherent rejoinder to the inevitable charge of condescension.
Certainly the question of class is unavoidable. (And it is saddening that the word is even necessary today.) Caffery is not denying
class. No one who has made her social explorations could even
dream of such a thing. In images of this kind, class and all of its
contingencies are implicit. And understood. Here, the larger issue is the individual, the singularity of character ― the peculiar
way each person faces life’s gifts and curses. This is a question
of the artist engaging distinct minds, distinct hearts. Caffery presents them so specifically and so varied in feeling that the very
notion of class becomes an irrelevance. In front of these portraits,
any viewer struck mainly by social distinction is looking through
blinkered eyes, eyes that prefer not to see a fuller truth.
The notion of condescension suggests ― indeed, requires
― a patent divide between photographer and subject, something
akin to a scientist-specimen relation. An arrangement without
feeling. This is decidedly alien to Caffery’s enterprise. The psychological richness of these works belies it. And her subjects are
clearly involved, not vacant-faced, anonymous models. You sense
a one-to-one interplay ― a natural accord with palpable warmth.
The general tenor echoes Walt Whitman’s famous principle ―
seeking the peer in everyone ― as abridged in his cogent line,
“Each of us inevitable.”

* * *
ARGUABLY, PORTRAITURE reveals Caffery at her most affecting. But, as “Southern Work” reminds us, her oeuvre is truly
varied. Another compelling facet are the near-abstractions. Also
dark-on-dark, they are shadowscapes in which seductive beauty is
wrested from utter vagueness. Sometimes, it is a question of the
sheer rapture you feel before controlled tonal drama, as in Enterprise Mill, Sunrise ― essentially a smoke-cloud tower impinged
by two walls of darkness. Sometimes, Caffery transforms a figural
piece into pure design. Hanging Out, for example, is ostensibly a
genre scene, romanticized and made spectral by hazed figures. But
it’s also a flawless pictorial structure, a model of orthodox “significant form.” In it, two bold triangles are united, then animated
by a pattern of myriad greys and blacks. Gerald’s Truck is classic
Caffery, dusky tones and smoke and rhythmic diagonals, all blanketed with the ominous mood that abides in everything she does.
In some instances, she loads an image with a sort of magical insinuation. Best Jukebox initially feels like a Meatyard salute,
complete with the requisite mystery child ― here, in silhouette
and hastening through a doorway. But there is nothing of Meatyard’s quasi-surrealist contrivance. This is ostensibly another
quotidian moment, perfectly normal. You see a vintage jukebox
glowing in a shadowy room, and little else. Everything, even the
child ― possibly frightened ― is effectively obscured by the low
tonal key. Still, a certain density of meaning is felt. So is an ambient allusive quality. Caffery’s deep sonorities haunt the scene;
they read like some imprecise narrative, or a faint memory. You
imagine skittering childhood. You imagine how, in childhood, cer-

YOU QUICKLY NOTE how American this stance is, but also
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Debbie Fleming Caffery: Sarah, 2008. Gelatin silver print. Courtesy Octavia Art Gallery.

tain rooms might hold inexplicable wonder, or unease. The photograph prompts endless stories. In actuality, this room is probably
mundane and forgettable. In Caffery’s photograph, it certainly is
not.

placed before us simultaneously, blatantly. She counters the effect,
provides its antidote. Caffery’s work is for our time, not about it.
These moody photographs urge you toward contemplation ― like
her own, the contemplation of human concerns. The method centers on isolated moments. Rich and poignant isolated moments.
You discover that a single visual incident, when fervently considered, can recapture the depth of feeling lost to our culture. And
further, it can underscore the poetics in what it means to be human.
q

* * *
LIKE ALL OF Caffery’s work, Best Jukebox hangs in an umbral,
ageless sphere. And this fact signals her position in today’s art.
Her images seem to exist outside of history and, as an artist, so
does she. She creates an aesthetic far removed from our culture of
data congestion and image surfeit ― this era where everything is
07
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Norah Lovell: Inception: After Magafan, gouache on panel, 48” high.

Norah Lovell: Colors of History
BY REBECCA LEE REYNOLDS
Her ostensible topic is the Battle of New Orleans from the War of
1812, the kind of historical event that would take center stage in
any grade school history class. I remember those history classes
feeling like one battle after another, topics I found hard to connect
with. Lovell’s series is awash in pink and green, colors that speak
a feminine code, and the paintings ultimately pose questions about
how our understanding of history has been colored.
The series is timely given that the city just celebrated the
bicentennial of the Battle of New Orleans. The story of the battle
focuses on a male hero—Andrew Jackson, monumentalized in his
equestrian statue in the middle of Jackson Square, a focal point
of the city of New Orleans. It is hard, in fact, to escape his image, as it shows up in advertising and tourist-oriented imagery.
But his victory was hollow, as tour guides love to recount, given
that the war was already over when the battle was fought. Jackson
is a character in Lovell’s series, but less hero than empty icon,
represented by the recurrent silhouette of head in tri-cornered hat,
alongside a menagerie of animal characters, female faces floating

NORAH LOVELL
Reconnaissance: Battle of New Orleans
Callan Contemporary
New Orleans, LA

WHEN I WAS a kid, I was a voracious reader, and at one point, I
decided to work my way through a biography series at my grade
school’s library. I remember looking at the orange spines of each
book and picking out only the female names. I can’t really remember who they were anymore; I think one was Marie Curie. But I do
remember the names that troubled me. Babe Ruth: man or woman?
I knew, even at that young age, that ‘babe’ was an epithet used only
for women, but I also sensed that this subject was definitely not
female. In retrospect it’s easy to analyze this memory as my search
for female role models, but it still strikes me as a strangely feminist
memory to have.
Norah Lovell’s painting series, “Reconnaissance: Battle
of New Orleans,” also searches for the female subject in history.
08

Norah Lovell, Honorable Fruits of Labor. Gouache on panel, 48” high.

underside of the belly of a bright green alligator, but in Vigil of
Ursulines this green body turns into a human one. In other cases,
the patterning of its skin turns into abstracted figures. In Highlanders Come to Aid and Last Act of Sharp Knife, the body of the gator
is more obvious, as one clawed foot reaches down into the central
area. At the bottom of each panel, things emerge out of a morass of
twisting vines and swampy roots. In the first panel, it’s the heads of
the Magafan sisters, peering out at us with comic-strip eyes. In the
last panel, we peek from behind the heads of two cats that seem to
have taken the Magafan sisters’ place.
In between these framing elements, snaking curvilinear
bands of imagery recall celluloid film strips. In the first half of the
series, the compositions play with horizontal and vertical blocks,
but in the second half, the compositions are more chaotic. Patrol of Choctaws and King of Barataria are packed with swirling
bands that recall the curves of the Mississippi River. Snippets of
the Magafan mural show up in these strips as jumping off points
for a fantastical retelling of the story that Lovell characterizes as a
ghost story. One of the recurring characters is lifted from Japanese
prints of ghost stories: a smiling Japanese earth spider posing in
the middle of a giant web, ready to ensnare its victim. An octopus figure repeats this ensnaring theme, its tentacles ready to swirl
around a potential source of food. The doubling of this theme is
part of an intentional strategy to double: the Magafan sisters create
a pair, themselves mirrored by pairs of Ursuline nuns, as well as
bonnets and dresses taken from period fashion plate illustrations.
Sometimes the pairs are doubled again to create quads in mirror
reflections.
Throughout the series, space is confusing. The tops of
the Magafan sisters’s heads are visible behind the main plane in
Patrol of Choctaws and Vigil of Ursulines, questioning the depth
of the framed area. The aesthetic is collage, and in fact, Lovell
begins building the compositions with collages. Scale can change

in oval clouds, bonnets without faces, the Ursuline nuns, Choctaw
Indians, pirates, and even the Scottish highlanders who helped the
British forces. The Ursuline nuns refer to the story that the nuns
organized a prayer vigil for the battle. Though oft recounted by
tour guides, their story is not part of the visual culture of the battle.
The female faces belong to twin sisters Ethel and Jenny
Magafan. Both were artists, and Ethel Magafan painted a mural of
the battle for the WPA, installed at the Recorder of Deeds building
in Washington DC in 1943. The Magafans constitute the female
heroes of the series, fighting against heroic conceptions of masculinity and control as well as their own inevitable erasure from art
history. Magafan is not a name that slips off the tongue, even after
the feminist project to bring light to female artists who were not
included in the canon or the textbooks. Her mural is fairly typical
of the WPA project, in which artists were often asked to research
historical subjects. It is not a dramatic telling of the battle’s story.
Jackson, astride a white horse, appears to be inspecting the preparations as soldiers march off into the distance, where the action is
taking place on the horizon in a white haze of fog. Cotton bales
are being prepared to function as barricades while soldiers load
a cannon. The landscape might be the most striking part of the
image—the serpentine lines of a tree in the foreground, perhaps
cypress, speak to the uniqueness of the region. A body is resting at
its base, perhaps dead or perhaps just asleep. There are no women
in this scene, just as in other more heroic images of the battle.
Lovell’s series plays with the question of how to make this absence
visible—not just the women who lived at the time of the battle, but
also female artists such as the Magafans.
The series comprises 10 vertical panels executed in pencil and gouache, installed in the Callan gallery along three walls
of the deep rectangular space. Looking at the paintings all together, and in order, reveals compositional similarities and recurring
characters. At the top of each panel, we seem to be looking at the
09

Norah Lovell: Wreck of Hermes. Gouache on panel, 48” high.

suddenly, allowing a giant kitten to interrupt a scene in Honorable Fruits of Labor. On the left side of Wreck of Hermes, we
see the cropped life-size figure of a woman in period dress holding a paintbrush in front of a large mirror. Her face is hidden, as
we are constantly frustrated by attempts to see these women who
have been erased from history. On the right side of the canvas,
smaller scale predominates in a grouping of as many as twelve
ovals. One highlights Jackson on his horse, taken from the Magafan mural; two below feature floating logs taken from a different
image of the battle. The oval cutouts are based on architectural
templates. Some function as keyholes, peering into another space,
but the largest ones function as visual blockades. On the left edge
of the first painting in the series, Inception: After Magafan, it’s the
large cropped green oval. In Sleep of White Ladies, the alligator’s
feet clasp a dark black horizontal oval. In Vigil of Ursulines, a
large black oval is placed in the center of a symmetrical composition that departs from the usual compositional mode of the series.
Topped by a large bow, it could be the back of a girl’s head, and the
paint application does suggest hair. In Honorable Fruits of Labor,
the oval is a dark green watermelon floating on a vertical axis,
its patterning recalling the patterns on the alligator forms even as
the image evokes 19th century caricatures used in blackface minstrelsy.
The oval cutouts float against a ground of battle maps and
stylized floral wallpaper patterns. The abstracted flowers recall a
feminized domestic space as well as a desire to control an unruly
nature. From the maps, bits of words show up: “Malheureux Island” (which translates to Unhappy Island), “Cypress swamps,”

“Lake Ponchartrain,” “Lake Boro…” The maps are a coded way
of looking at the landscape, using abstract marks to symbolically
represent geographical features. As battle maps, they speak to the
idea of a plan, an assault. Another assault is performed in fox hunt
images taken from popular prints, in which well-dressed gentlemen lead packs of dogs after the wild fox. The battle maps may
plan the assault, but we know that all good plans go awry, as in fact
happened when the British encountered the reality of the swampy
landscape. The maps also refuse the heroicization of Jackson. He
is surrounded by armies of toy soldiers in silhouette, sometimes
led by fantastical rabbit figures or a stylized lion based on a German toy.
LOOKING AT LOVELL’S paintings, we are drawn in by the color
palette, only to find frustration as we notice how many faces are
blank, how many moves resist our reading. The multiplication of
ovals can be maddening, and yet the chaos is always lightened by
stretches of more negative space. The frieze-like bands of figures
sometimes turn in distortions that recall anamorphic perspective.
There are also fun moments of discovery, like noticing the abstraction of the toy soldiers in a frieze or finding the giant kitten. In
Vigil of Ursulines, my discovery was the female figure steering an
octopus boat at the right edge of the painting. In Lovell’s series, we
are surrounded by signs: the graphic marks of the maps, the signs
of race, the signs of gender, the signs of victory. They are disrupted
by flights of fantasy, of imaginative creatures breaking into the
story, as if to remind us that our signs are empty and it is up to us
to give them life.		
		
q
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Skylar Fein: Strike Anywhere. Installation view, Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.

Skylar Fein and Nostalgia
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
culture became high culture – was recognized as high culture – by
Alloway and his contingent, which changed how kitsch and camp
could be viewed and utilized by “fine” artists. In a sense, with this
thought, Duchamp’s Fountain completely lost its utility as urinal
and became, in and of itself, sculpture. Duchamp was the iconoclast, and Alloway the latter day analyst and apologist.
Jump ahead through this lens to 2014, when the first exhibition of Skylar Fein’s “giant metal matchbooks” debuted at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery. These oversized, folded aluminum, rubber,
and wood replicas of the mid- to late-twentieth century tchotchkes
- often saved in glass jars by Depression-era survivors, especially
in anticipation of hurricane season in New Orleans – marked a
departure from Fein’s previous work in screen print, wood, and
installation. Paraphrasing a quote from Claes Oldenberg, Fein
identifies this work within the context of Alloway’s support for the
high function of supposedly low objects. Common things make the
“perfect meeting place,” especially in the realm of “fine” art, for
conversation and consideration.
However, the common object could be anything, and
matchbooks have specific connotations. Fein passes over this point
in the writing for the work, but his ideas about incendiary action
and activism are well documented in his manifesto, “Youth Front,”

SKYLAR FEIN
Strike Anywhere
FEIN x MRSA
Children of the Night
Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
New Orleans, LA
_
“Do they light? Not exactly. But they burn.” -Skylar Fein

LAWRENCE ALLOWAY IS credited with coining the term “Pop”
art in 1958, as he examined the interrelations between various visual forms in a way that arguably had not been considered since the
establishment of the French Royal Academy. While Duchamp had
iconoclastically obliterated the line between functional and fine art
objects in the first decades of the century, and posed the question
that Alloway considered, it was Alloway’s attention to the myriad
reasons why this phenomena occurred that help ground the movement he named in the canon.
In Pop Since 1949, Alloway remarks, “the visual explosion of the twentieth century, with its wealth of vivid imagery,
became a direct source of art” in the 1950s. What had been low
11

Skylar Fein: Rock Island, 2015. Painted aluminum, homasote, rubber, 27” high.

from 2010. In it, he addresses instances of witnessing political
and natural destruction, but also voices a desire for solidarity in
restructuring. Civilizations burn to the ground, but this becomes
a call to rebuild anew. So too, as “pure” painting and abstraction
fell in the late twentieth century, it was in part Pop that built a new
wing into the canon.
Fein’s installation, “Youth Manifesto,” exhibited at New
Orleans Museum of Art in 2009 (and written about in New Orleans
Art Review) seemed an attempt at ignition. Fein approached punk
culture, which was a revolt against the status quo, and with which
he had extremely limited experience in his own lifetime. Fein’s
images of explosions were paired with portraits of pop icons of
the 1980s. The whole seemed a very personal, subjective take on a
broad and complex culture that was fully ingrained in the overall
fabric of New Orleans’ history. Museum security came to shut
down the opening shortly before closing time, when the band Mars
was continuing on a set that was slated to finish. It is a stretch to
say that the police shut the whole thing down, oppressing vibrant

youth by keeping them from their music, a view that has been taken to suggest the kind of stance that Fein takes in his manifesto.
“Youth Manifesto” was far too unspecific to address the
content to which it purported to pay homage. Fein seems to again
have reduced associated content in the matchbook sculptures,
which are so copious in installation, and consistent in their shiny
and perfect execution, that the comment a matchbook might make
is lost to ideas of commodification, absurdity, and confrontation
that are akin to the “content” of Koons. The slick aluminum does
not seem a proper material to represent the faded, shredded, softened edges of a matchbook tossed toward the sidewalk. That each
matchbook seems full makes them more like collector’s items as
well. The use of rubber tips, rather than flint or fuel, also effects
rubbing out the content they might embody, or at least deflate it
like a loose balloon.
This all denies a major point that must be considered
when viewing the work, though. In a new installation of the matchbooks titled “Strike Anywhere,” also at Jonathan Ferrara Gallery,
12

Skylar Fein x MRSA: Flag Boy, 2015. Acrylic on wood, aluminum and plaster, 24 x 24 x 2 inches.

Fein seems entirely earnest in his appreciation for these objects,
and he does write passionately about his ideas. His sincerity elevates them. The numbers of the works begin to suggest his sheer
love for them, above their associations with commodity. Icons
like the broad-mouthed yellow happy face of the late-60s and Budweiser beer pair with life-affirming phrases like “What you want is
Alive and Real,” and enhance this sense of enamorment. He seems
honestly affectionate for craft, and prizing these objects through
finer materials and scale is a sign of the breadth of his nostalgia for
the late-twentieth century. Like a matchbook left in a jar, or on the
street, it is non-specific to the person who kept it or threw it. It is
a treasure to be scavenged and loved. So do they light? No. But a
love for them does burn.

“add chaos to disrupt the known patterns” of history, as stated in
the exhibition text about MRSA’s work in general. The color red
threaded throughout the text and the design could be symbols of
bloodshed that is no longer to be tolerated.
Pinstripe I, II, III, and IV, and Pyramid II are comprised
of strips of color and value, deconstructing the bar code and the
suggestion of information it contains in color and black-and-white
imagery. They call to the idea of commodity embedded in Fein’s
work, which is troublesome. However, composed in a grid on the
wall, they suggest capitalist structure that should be subject to review – a pattern that is stretching toward explosion out of the grid
on the wall. That idea is enhanced by the large tondo at the center,
looming like a bursting supernova.

THE MATCHBOOKS COVER the main walls of the gallery except for the one facing the front door. Hanging here are works
made in collaboration with MRSA, a New Orleans street artist
(whom Fein interviewed for local publication NOLA Defender in
2011) that take Fein back to his roots in text and found materials.
“Children of the Night,” the title of this show, causes visions of
writers tagging in conspicuous but difficult to reach places under
cover of darkness, acting in social deviance (perhaps like Nosferatu).
The text-based works reference the Confederate flag in
black – titled Flag Boy, it seems to be a comment on race and New
Orleans’ version of Southern culture, but difficult to read because
of its strong iconography and the ambiguity of the title collaged
throughout the quads of the composition. It may be an attempt to

NOSTALGIA IS THE strongest thread in Fein’s work. For the
most part, his media are the starting point – it’s easy to imagine
Fein lovingly and carefully gathering materials to salvage them
for text-based paintings. Moving to the slicker material of aluminum has not negated the strength of his desire for the past; in
fact, it may have enhanced it. It seems contradictory, then, to look
at his apparent lust for a brave new future. But, that future would
be built on a golden view of a golden time, which might, for him,
be clearly obvious in the form of a lovingly collected matchbook.
This emblem of low culture – not only abandoned trash, but also
the slang terminology and ads of television culture of the late
twentieth century – becomes the form for a meeting about what
this art is.
q
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Cristina Molina: New: The Road, 2013. Digital photo collage, 8x12.”

Second Line of the Crescent Moon
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
runs the gamut of religion, sex, film, studies, family, diversity and
the transitory. The organic relationship to the transient is seen in
Sophie T. Lvoff’s archival ink jet prints on Dibond “Hell’s Bell’s/
Sulphur/Honey” series. Jackson Avenue (Crescent City Lodge
Temple No. 185) depicts a pale blue public telephone kiosk replaced by public vines. Whereas Cristina Molina’s deconstructed
artist’s book that includes eight digital collage c-prints from her
series “New” focuses on urban reconstruction in nightly repose.
Jonathan Traviesa’s archival pigment prints pay homage to the Latinos who continue to help rebuild New Orleans and who have enhanced the New Orleans Diaspora. In Untitled (Name Unknown)
a serious-looking young man sits on a porch, on break perhaps. A
fanlight on the door just behind him evokes a halo of sorts.
Sexual freedom remains a big attraction to New Orleans,
especially in the French Quarter, an area spared by Katrina’s high
waters. Colin O’Neil Roberson’s black and white archival pigment print Bella and Diamond, on Bourbon Street near St. Anne,
reeks of the city’s seamy allure. Two scantily clad black women
approach an apartment, looking invitingly over their shoulders.

THE RISING
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art
ELIZABETH CATLETT
Stella Jones Gallery
CAROLYN ZACHARIAS McADAMS
SHANNON LANDIS HANSEN
Le Mieux Galleries
New Orleans, LA
____

NEARLY TEN YEARS after New Orleans was rudely baptized
by the irreverent fury of Katrina, the city continues to wade in her
puddles. Many would argue, however, that New Orleans is like a
Phoenix, thriving in the storm’s aftermath. Hence, “The Rising” at
the Ogden Museum of Southern Art, where a three-room exhibit of
eleven photographers “examines how art and photography were
central to the revitalization of New Orleans.” The subject matter
14

Jonathan Traviesa: Untitled (Name unknown). From “The Rising,” Ogden Museum of Southern Art
________

Interestingly, the majority of images in “The Rising”
were photographed at night or in subdued lighting, befitting a city
that comes alive when the shades are down and the stakes are high.
*

*

iting with Stella Jones Gallery in 1996. “Evolution of a Warrior:
Elizabeth Catlett in New Orleans” at Stella Jones is a centennial
celebration of some of Catlett’s prints, drawings, and sculptures,
and includes works by youngest son David Mora Catlett and
her late husband Francisco Mora. Even Catlett’s granddaughter
Jazmin Mora is represented with a small watercolor! During her
brief tenure with Dillard, Catlett and her black students encountered racial injustice, unable to walk in City Park and being forced
to ride in the back of the bus. After producing prints in Mexico at
the politically motivated Taller de Grafica Popular, Catlett was accused of being a Communist in the United States, and in the early
Sixties became a citizen of Mexico, having married the Mexican
Mora in 1947. Though not included in the current exhibit, most

*

FROM 1940-1942, world-renowned sculptor and printmaker
Elizabeth Catlett (born April 15, 1915, died April 2, 2012) headed
Dillard University’s Art Department. In 1976 Catlett was commissioned to create the Louis Armstrong sculpture in Armstrong Park,
and in 2010 Mahalia Jackson was added to the park, completed
a few years before her death in 2012. Throughout her lifetime,
Elizabeth Catlett maintained ties to New Orleans and began exhib15

Fransisco Mora: Black and Gold Lady, drawing.
Elizabeth Catlett: Reclining Figure, bronze on wood.
Installation, Stella Jones Gallery.
________

students in printmaking and art history are familiar with Catlett’s
1970 linocut Sharecropper, so often reproduced as exemplary of
a successful linocut. Latin America Says No is a linocut from the
1968 tension-filled era showing two laborers up against a bayonetwielding soldier. Tamer, though still maintaining Catlett’s muscular depiction of the figure, is the 1952 woodcut Bread of a woman
looking longingly at a tray of loaves. Catlett championed the role
women play in society, as strong yet nurturing. Her sculptures, so
often of women and children, convey the essence of a pose and the

universality of the figure, as in the streamlined, bronze on wood
Reclining Figure from the eighties.
Having met Catlett and Mora only once when they gave
a printmaking workshop, it’s no wonder that her dominion had
such influence over those she loved. Mora’s large drawing Black
and Gold Lady, 1997, gold pencil on black paper, shows much of
her influence, as does Mora Catlett’s standing figure in pale wood,
Untitled.
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Shannon Landis Hansen: Europa, detail, 2015. Mixed media, 80” high. Le Mieux Galleries.

________
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Elizabeth Catlett: Latin America Says No, 1968. Linocut. Stella Jones Gallery.
______

Carolyn Zacharias McAdams: A Little Taste, 2015. Oil on panel, 2” high. Le Mieux Galleries.

*

*

*

________

neteller floating by in A Little Taste. Shannon Landis Hansen is
apparently quite the extreme collector of bric-a-brac, or in more
tasteful language, found objects. In fact, the overall Rococo nature
of Hansen’s sculptures is in keeping with her intense interest in
the “secret lives of things,” how they continue to exist after their
owners have parted. Europa is not unlike her Free Standing altar
to New Orleans that graces City Park. Referring to the mythological tale involving Zeus, Europa is encrusted with brightly colored
tiles, red ceramic bulls, and a princess bathing in a pelvis.
q

FREE ASSOCIATION IS the norm at Le Mieux Galleries in
Carolyn Zacharias McAdams’ “Mystery of Memory” and Shannon Landis Hansen’s “Going for Broken.” McAdams refers to
her playfully detailed and precisely painted watercolor and oil
miniatures as “tiny sets” depicting the “theatre of the absurd.” Set
against a foreboding sky, a jack-in-the box clown sprouts from a
flying chimney in Surprise Ending, while a crow pecking at the
red ooze from a tube of paint is oblivious to the origami fortu18

Luis Llarina: Reflection, 2014. Watercolor, 15” high.
______

Watercolor Now
BY JUDITH H. BONNER

drips in the coat and background recall the early work of New Orleans artists like George Overbury “Pop” Hart, whose watercolor
scenes with drips were considered innovative in the late 1910s.
Bev Jozwiak’s portrait, titled Kirby, shows a young
green-eyed woman who ties a bandana over her hair. The
portrait is the recipient of the Weimer Congemi Memorial
Award. Another portrait, which shows a small boy in the foreground with a ghostly floating figure behind the child, makes
a statement on the passing of youth. The artist, Ona Kingdon, has titled the watercolor Taking Time, but the painting
appears to be a comment on the quickness of passing youth.
Red Suckers, painted by Ken Call, received the President’s Award. In this scene, the artist focuses on the sun-dappled faces, limbs, and clothing of four young girls. One girl
holds the hand of a smaller child, a clear statement of affectionate care and responsibility. On the other side of the coin, in Ten
After Four Ashley Harrison Smith points to a solo child who
stands and waits on the side of a street, with anxiety reflected
on her face. A parked car with darkened windows on the opposite side of the street could be empty, but the dark windows
underscore the girl’s loneliness and the potential for danger.
Through the Crack, a watercolor by Birgit O’Connor,
shows a detail of a cracked street, the adjacent curb, and fallen autumn leaves — all spattered with a gray wash for overall harmony of the composition. Another autumn scene,

LOUISIANA WATERCOLOR SOCIETY
45th International Exhibition
Academy Gallery
New Orleans, LA
___

THE LOUISIANA WATERCOLOR Society is presenting its
45th International Exhibition at the New Orleans Academy
of Fine Art. More than seventy watercolorists are featured
in this juried exhibition, which stipulates that competitors
be at least eighteen years of age and that all works be completed within the last three years. The subjects presented are
the usual, including portraits, landscapes, seascapes, street
scenes, still lives, genre scenes, and non-objectives. Several paintings focus on Louisiana subjects; others include
the American Southwest, Europe, and Asia. Some works
are of student quality, while others are masterfully executed.
European themes include Austria, Poland, and France;
the East and Middle East are represented with Istanbul, China, and Tibet. One of the most memorable paintings is Z. L.
Feng’s Tibetan with a Prayer Wheel, which shows a man holding a prayer rattle. Feng’s characterization of the elderly man
is compelling as the man seems to engage the viewer directly
in the eyes. The texture of the man’s fur hat and collar contrast with the smooth rounded shape of the instrument he holds
in his hand. The application of watery paint, which produces
19

Kerk Hwang Lok: Sunbath No. 9, 2014. Watercolor. Academy Gallery.
______
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Ken Call: Red Suckers. Watercolor. Academy Gallery.
______

Duncan Simmons’ Fall on the Sabinal, is skillful in the application of flickering color tones of the leaves and rocks,
with the strategic application of gouache on tree trunks.
Jane Freeman’s excellent rendering of glass vases, titled
Made in Poland, clearly refers to the increasing importance of the
glassmaking industry to the Polish economy. Another still life,
playfully titled Apple Go Round, shows half of a sliced apple sitting in a glass bowl, cut to display the seeds and core. The remainder of the apple is quartered, with the four wedges placed on
the table beside the bowl. Skillfully painted by Marsha Chandler,
this work received a Merit Award. A rendering of Three Pears by
Keiko Yasuoka is traditional in its horizontal arrangement across
the picture plane. Yasuoka limits the still life to an analogous
color scheme suitable for the fruit — yellow, ochre, and sienna.
The wood surface upon which the fruit sits is subtly treated in order to suggest pattern, but not to distract from the main subject.
Catherine Hearding’s still life, The Red Chair, verges on
being a genre scene. A faded Adirondack chair is tucked closely to a rack full of blooming flowers, probably at a box store.
The flowers are varied in color, texture, and pattern. Although
not depicted, the arrangement suggests the presence of a human. Reflection, showing the shiny curved hood of an old Lincoln, is a successful study in shape — particularly ovals and
ellipses. Painted by Luis Llarina, the geometric shapes are balanced by the yellow parking stripes on the asphalt. Human figures,
which are reflected in the hood, are incidental to the automobile.
In Louisiana, which is commonly known as a Sportsman’s Paradise, one is not surprised to see a representation of a local bird. In Poule D’eau Paradise, Kathy Miller

Stone skillfully depicts the coot wading in a mossy marsh
typical of this state, with curvilinear patterns of the water being echoed by the intertwined branches of a dead tree.
Sally Baker’s Sun Drenched Solitude presents an interwoven pattern of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines
caused by the gray shadows of a ramada and ladder leaning against the walls of an aging adobe structure in the American Southwest. The faded turquoise woodwork of the door and
window frames points to the colors of New Mexican country.
Kerk Hwang Lok and Kim Minichiello present paintings showing close-up details overlooked daily by passersby. The
subjects of both watercolors are fences as lines of demarcation
that separate people. Lok’s Sunbath No 9 focuses on the geometric patterns of a hurricane fence, a lock, and pipes. Minichiello’s painting, Bourbon Street Encounter, portrays the detail of
an ironwork gate and knob. These details, which remain largely
unseen by others, are presented here for their artistic compositions. Shipping Port, an industrial scene by April Rimpo, is a
small study in crisply depicted diagonal and vertical lines offset
by the sketchy treatment of the ground, a tugboat, and a ship.
A minimalist curvilinear abstraction by Marilyn Cothren
is restricted to a blue color palette, varied only by the introduction
of gray and by the width of the line. Titled Bar Harbor Cove, one
can imagine the lines of a wave or shoreline in Bar Harbor, Maine
or in any other inlet in the Northeast. This work in particular, focuses purely on compositional design as its subject, with only the title
serving as a guide to the content of the painting. The importance of
this work, however, is that the painting is successful. Despite the
range in accomplishment, this exhibition is worth a visit.
q
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Bradley Sabin: Offering, detail. Callan Contemporary.
______

The Power of Natural Form
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
anecdote, is essentially a flat surface covered with colors assembled in a certain order.” During the decades at the turn of the twentieth century in France, la belle époque, there was a reach for new
technology of the future at the same time as nostalgia for arcane
images and practices of the past. Denis sums this up in his quote,
suggesting the timeworn medium of painting was still ripe with
potential for exploration, to which it was subjected through the
avant-garde movements of the early 20th century.
The abstraction with which artists treated both painting
and sculpture at that moment stemmed from nature. While “fine”
artists explored forms that comprised natural imagery – line, shape,
color, and value – through two- and three-dimensions, some were
asked to give their burgeoning sight to the realm of decoration.
The Nabis and their associates were brought to work on designs
for stained glass, for instance, which was at once an amalgamation
of newer industrial materials and a form that reached back to the
Gothic period. It was also a form that clearly communicated the
assemblage of colors and shapes indicated in Denis’ quote, and
crossed boundaries of painting and object, culture and tradition.
With the Pattern and Decoration movement of the 1970s
and 80s, decorative design became a singular form in itself. It
reached to more forward movements, such as feminism, and in its
postmodern context allowed for diversity and individuality, which
got lost in the formal commandments that developed along with

MICHEL ALEXIS
Boyd Satellite Galleries
BRADLEY SABIN
Callan Contemporary
New Orleans, LA
_

DECORATION IS DESCRIBED as a way to humanize and personalize space, which has involved employing the fine arts since the
wealthiest families of the Renaissance appointed their chambers
with uniform sculpture and painting, furniture and other adornments. The blurring of the line between what might be considered
“fine” art and functional object or “craft,” began in earnest with
the Industrial Revolution and a desire to create functional objects
of aesthetic value. William Morris’ mid-nineteenth century obsession with turning away from “progress” and toward the simplicity
and beauty in the “naturally” formed and manufactured goods that
he produced was a case in point, rejecting the hierarchy of the
Academies and embracing archaic methods to make new designs.
The young Fauvist Maurice Denis famously stated, “Remember
that a painting, before being a battle horse, a nude woman or any
22

Bradley Sabin: Offering, 2015. Ceramic, steel, 138” high, dimensions variable. Callan Contemporary.
______

abstraction during the twentieth century. Aberrant from the norm,
in some ways it ideologically followed the anti-academic and antitechnologic style of Art Nouveau.
These are precedents for the decorative qualities in the
work of Bradley Sabin at Callan Contemporary and Michel Alexis
at Boyd Satellite Gallery. The emphasis on decoration in their
work links to the importance of this form in the late twentieth century, and expands upon it by returning to the natural imagery that
populated decorative interiors and the objects specifically made to
inhabit them at the beginning of the century. Both artists represent facets of nature through abstract imagery, the materials they
choose, and the presence in their installations.
Sabin’s “floral walls” fit the architecture in which they are
installed. They are specific only to the point that they sell in “sets,”
which cannot be broken up, but can be rearranged to best fill the
space where it resides. A contemporary Siegfried Bing or William
Morris could call upon Sabin to fill a space with his small, multi-

colored ceramic flowers to marry with a room’s overall design. Or,
they could form an abstract-expressionist field across a wall, pulsing with a rhythm that befits the room and its appointments.
Sabin’s desire to create a sense of “awe and wonder that
is achieved when seeing something amazing in our natural world”
goes beyond decoration, though. This is evident in the large-scale
installations at Callan, where the circular shape of one untitled
formation becomes denser and more elliptical from the side, like
looking at a small developing universe comprised entirely of flowers. Configurations of ceramic antlers blossom with delicate petals, and become a delicately interlocked lace pattern when mounted on the wall – detracting from connotations of hunting prize, and
feminizing a masculine trope. The very clay that forms the objects
is culled from nature and hardened in fire, a process that inevitably
incurs primal human feelings.
The awe and amazement are also apparent in the “cage”
pieces, which encapsulate small clay forms within intricately inter23

Michel Alexis: Epigram 61. Oil on canvas, 51 high. Boyd Satellite Gallery.
______

laced ceramic veins. The most compelling of the cage works is Offering, in which the flowers spout out of an abstracted figure, like
a counter-monument to the way letters fall from Jaume Plensa’s
Overflow in the Besthoff Sculpture Garden. The artist’s technique
in making the cage works adds to the sense of awe and wonder,
as he constructs the cage first, then adds to the interior, working
outside in. The content of working in this difficult and tedious way
points to the overall form of the work – that nature, too, is slow
and laborious, but delicate and methodical in its achievements in
beauty.

Alexis’s work is far more gridded than that of the early
abstractionists, but elements of collage are in the tradition of the
Cubists’ interest in time and the games associated with Synthetic
Cubism, and a Dada focus on chance and chaos. Alexis remarks
on this in his statement, saying, “One purpose of my work is to
trace a fine sensitive line the chaos of my memories. I don’t use
readymade fragments which already have history…even though
they will look like pieces of wallpaper of fabric.” These early
avant-garde movements merge with Alexis’ personal aesthetic.
The trompe-l’oeil collages that Alexis creates are in fact
all painted – not assembled to resemble painted areas. Their textures and colors recall patterns in sand, pinched flesh, fields in latesummer sun, hot and light blue skies, and summery textiles giving
shade. The mystery of trompe-l’oeil is reduced in an examination
of the surfaces of his work, but the tools and some of the techniques he uses, and the memories to which the imagery points are
all unclear. Symbolic shapes, language-referent line, and imagery
derived from nature clash in compositions that, though gridded,
seem absurd arrangements – non-sequiturs. This diversity and

ALEXIS’S PAINTINGS AT Boyd Satellite are large in scale, and
assembled from small parts, but are collaged onto stretched canvas surfaces. The enigmatic titles, such as Epigram 61, Synethesia
2, and various dates, and abstract compositions recall Serusier’s
Talisman, one of the penultimate achievements in painting for
the Nabis. Natural forms from the landscape become abstracted
colors assembled over the picture plane. Enigmatic references and
esoteric experiences seem to seep from the paint.
24

Michel Alexis: Epigram 46. Oil on canvas, 29” high. Boyd Satellite Gallery.
______

pluralism, apparent in each composition, places them firmly in a
post-modern context, but it also emphasizes the decorative quality
of the work. The amalgamation of images coalesces into one overall design, which is simply to be enjoyed for its own sake.
In both of these artists’ cases, the question of abstraction’s
pertinence in a broader context is actually one thing that makes
the work contemporary. Especially given the relatively quick yet
deep exploration of what abstraction can do throughout the twentieth century, the ongoing recent debate about what painting is,
mooted by exhibitions at the Tate and the Museum of Modern Art
in the past year or so, has been articulated and defended very much
through abstract painting. The cry against “zombie formalism” and
its associations with decoration and design is closely related to this
kind of work. It is ironic, then, that Alexis’ paintings are shown in

the same room as some zombie portraits. But, even the strongest
critics of decorative abstraction in a contemporary context remark
that some of it is good, and decry that the best gets lost in the wash
of other examples.
Both Alexis and Sabin have personal, if mysterious, connections with the abstractions they create, very much founded in
an appreciation of nature. They desire awe in approaching their
work, through scale, mystery, and a continuing appreciation for the
power of nature’s forms. Their delicate, decorative works align
with precedents that were prevalent one hundred years ago. They
expound on these precedents in a singular way, in careers that are
well established and primed for the future.
q
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David Bates: Conch III, 2008-12. Oil on panel, 24” high. Courtesy Arthur Roger Gallery.

David Bates: Relics
BY REBECCA LEE REYNOLDS
the portrait, landscape, and still life. The paint is heavy and slick,
leaving a shiny impression. It’s the texture of Wayne Thiebaud,
an impasto of frosting strength. Strong black lines reminiscent of
Georges Rouault surround most of the forms and help flatten the
image, as does a schematic approach to value in areas that should
be modeled to create a three-dimensional illusion. The awkwardness of treating three-dimensional form recalls self-taught art, as
if Bates has appropriated the look in order to tap into a kernel of
authentic emotional expression.
Much of the imagery in the exhibition is stereotypical of
the Gulf Coast: a shrimp boat, a tray of oysters, a blue crab, magnolia blossoms. It’s imagery that we know from advertising, but
it’s the least appetizing tray of oysters that I’ve ever seen. Magnolia in a Bowl (2014) lacks the velvety texture or the still beauty of
a real magnolia blossom. Here it feels like a porcelain sculpture, its

DAVID BATES
Coastal Paintings
Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA

CHILLY IS THE word that comes to mind when describing David Bates’s vision of the Gulf Coast. The landscapes are painted
with cool colors, and the portraits are full of sad faces. It’s as if
Bates has nominated himself the Modigliani of the South, offering
a variation on the bohemian Parisian group Les Maudits. Instead of
the gypsy women that Modigliani stretched into gaunt figures, it’s
fishermen that haunt Bates. Stylistically, the references are to early
20th century expressionistic variations on the standard genres of
26

David Bates: St. Ann Church, 2014. Oil on panel, 40” high. Courtesy Arthur Roger Gallery.

as in the stormy sea and dark grey sky of Kate, Shrimper and Offshore Fisherman.
In general, there’s a feeling of stillness, as if all life has
been sucked out of these subjects. Kate, Shrimper (2014) could
be a statue carved out of wood. She faces the canvas in the frontal
format used for all of the portraits. Light is falling from the left,
registered by the light tan colors of her skin. A sharp edge divides
the lit area from the darker tans used on the right side of her throat,
and the vertical line of this shift carries the viewer’s eye up to
her face. The lips are pursed, painted a cool red. Laugh lines look
like parentheses marks connecting the lips to the nose. Dark areas
of shadow line the strong highlighted patch on the bridge of the
nose, and then those lines swoop into the arcs of her eyebrows. The
eyes underneath have brown pupils and the whites are colored pale
green. The light splits on her forehead, dividing into highlighted
areas on both sides. Her short black hair is tucked behind her ears,
and she wears a simple tank top. The sea behind is mint green with
white highlights; the sky is a midtone grey with patches of white
paint representing clouds.
Is Bates’s treatment sympathetic to his subjects? His in-

petals and leaves turned into perfect segmented arcs. Instead of big
white petals, olive and forest greens complement a clay red background. The blossom rests in a porcelain bowl decorated with pink
and blue flowers, placed on a marble counter. A knife lying parallel
to the edge of the counter must have been used to cut the half of a
lemon on the left. The lemon may serve to reference the memento
mori tradition in still life painting, in which case the tourist cliché
of the magnolia is brought into the tradition of symbolizing the
transience of life.
The front room displays landscapes and still life subjects,
while the smaller back room begins with a gallery dedicated to
portraits and culminates in a three-figure composition Port Sulphur (2014). The portraits use a standard bust-length format with
vertically stretched faces and sad eyes that are often tilted off-axis.
Most are named, but some just list an occupation, such as Offshore
Fisherman (2014). Bates flattens the bridge of the nose with outline and white highlights, at times resembling diagrammatic horse
nostrils. Often the background is the water of the Gulf, with the
horizon line cutting across the canvas. Sometimes the water is pure
blue, as in Gulf Coast Portrait (2006), but it is sometimes green,
27

David Bates: Boat Dock, 2014. Oil on panel, 24” high. Courtesy Arthur Roger Gallery.

terviews suggest that he intends them to be so, and that they are
based on personal experience from living in Texas and memories
of annual trips to Galveston. The Oysterman (2014), for instance,
could have been observed on such a trip. In the mostly white painting, a man stands behind a table with an oyster knife in one hand
and an oyster in the fist of the other. Two oysters lay open to his
left, displaying the goal of this oyster shucker’s job. The clothes
are ordinary—a plaid shirt over a thermal t-shirt, a baseball cap.
His face sports stubble, his lips are pursed, and his pink eyes are
looking down at his work rather than out at us. Is he offering a
true to life depiction of our time of economic depression? Did the
subject of Andre, Oil Worker (2014) experience the Deepwater
Horizon disaster and the impact it had on the Gulf Coast? The oysterman’s dejected face may express the frustration of working in a
ravaged industry where oysters are simply no longer as abundant
as pre-oil spill times.
Jimmy I (2006) looks really dejected, posing against an
ice machine with a cigarette dangling from his mouth. The character dates from Bates’s Hurricane Katrina series, where a similar
composition was used for Katrina Portrait VI (Jimmy). This approach functioned clearly in the Katrina series to bring attention
to unjustified inequities, but here the treatment does not feel motivated by a specific social circumstance. Jimmy is a type, just as
“Kate” is identified as a shrimper, suggesting that their emotions
may be shared by others of the type. It could all add up to a portrait
of a town. Bates feels that even the still life paintings and landscapes are connected to portraits, explaining that “they all feel like
portraits.” The Sealy House (2012) and The Moody Family House

(2012-2014) could represent the town’s richer residents. Perhaps
Miss B (2014), who peers out at us over her reader glasses, is the
local librarian? And Jimmy is the guy everyone sees hanging out
at the local convenience store by the ice machine? But portraits
tend to be specific, whereas these houses and people could exist
anywhere on the Gulf Coast or the Atlantic side. Bates’s approach
seems more like early modernist painters who approached the portrait as an opportunity to explore form. Think of Picasso’s portraits, or Matisse’s portrait of his wife. Bates’s self-portrait shows
rectangular patches of paint on his forehead that recall Matisse’s
early style. If that’s the case, then the portraits are about painting
and abstraction.
The landscapes recall the Impressionist practice of painting en plein air, translating light into patches of paint. Salt Marsh
(2014) is Bates’s Impression: Sunrise, Monet’s defining Impressionist painting. Bates captures the momentary reflection of light
on the surface of the water as clouds keep the light bouncing between the water and the clouds. In Storm (2014), wedges of white
testify to use of a palette knife and recall Courbet’s seascapes. The
lone figure in Shrimp Boat—Full Moon (2013) is just swipes of
sienna and blue and olive yellow, with no facial features to individualize him. The touches translate the observed scene through a
formalist filter of Impressionist sensation.
Some of the landscapes are monochrome, with Pointe
a la Hache (2014) done in mauve pink tones and Crab Fisherman (2014) in orange. Crab Fisherman is a horizontal format
landscape that depicts a fisherman’s boat coming down a body of
water placed parallel to the picture plane. The lines of light in the
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David Bates: Jimmy I, 2006. Oil on canvas, 14” high.

water are matched by the horizontal lines of the dramatic orange
sunset in the sky. Cypress trees—perhaps dead—are incised into
the paint, their vertical lines counteracting the horizontal emphasis. This grid-like approach to the composition continues in other
landscapes. In Levee Pump House, the stilts holding up the pump
house of the title form strong vertical and diagonal lines, balanced
by horizontal lines that indicate reflections of light in the water.
In Boat Dock (2014), the horizontal areas of negative space of the
water snake between clumps of marsh grasses drawn in black and
dark mauve vertical lines. The dock juts out into this space in an
interrupting diagonal, pulling our eye to the muddy yellow light
reflecting a sunset in the background.
The grid activates St. Ann Church as well, a vertical format painting of the front of a simple wooden church. It recalls
Walker Evans’s photographs of churches in the South during the
WPA era of the 1930s. The horizontal lines of the clapboard siding
are balanced by the verticals of the steeple and the cypress trees
in the landscape behind it. Nesting triangles mark the steeple, the
sides of the gable, and the pediment above the door. A semicircu-

lar form of a shrine contrasts with the linear shapes. Cool whites,
greys, and blacks are balanced by warmer colors of tan, red, and
mustard yellow. Behind a corner is nearly hidden my favorite piece
in the show, Conch III (2008-2012). It’s a close-up still life of a
conch shell, propped up on the points of one of its spiny knobs.
The organic edge has been straightened into a perfect line and
black outlines the shape. The dominant palette is black, white, and
grey, with some pink and mauve inside the lip. The result has an
architectural feel.
There’s a fine line between using abstraction to make an
image timeless and instead rendering it lifeless. As the paint hardens these landscapes and figures into monuments, it does elevate
the everyday working world of the Gulf to the status of a sacred
relic. But that abstraction also creates a barrier between the viewer
and subject in the portraits. They are people, looking right at us,
and yet they seem frozen, unable to speak, ossified in paint. If
Conch III and St. Ann Church work, it is because this freezing operation does not silence them, but preserves them like a specimen
in amber.
q
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Gaither Pope: The Harp Unstrung 2. Oil on panel, 47.25” high.
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Pope’s Minimalist Landscapes
BY JUDITH H. BONNER
that appear to float past the viewer. Additionally, Pope’s works are
subtle experiments in color theory, particularly in exploring a limited palette within a single canvas.
Each painting has a distinctly rendered horizon line, at
times more crisply delineated than others, which divides the composition into horizontal strips. Pope experiments with the principles of design, especially balance, varying the horizon line in
each work, from the extreme upper composition to the lowest. In
observing Stone Berm, which features the lowest horizon line, the
viewer seems to be standing in the open marshes looking toward
the distance, with an expanse of blue and orange cloudy sky above.
The foreground mauve marsh grasses and the clouds are rendered
with broad open brushwork in what appears to be a pure study in
color theory.
In Tapestry Over Grand Terre, a marsh scene executed
in analogous colors, the midway horizon line divides the composition in half. Grasses in the lower half of this painting feature
vertical textural brushstrokes, while brushstrokes in the cloudy sky
above emphasize the horizontal format. So Below, another composition with a midway division, features narrow strips of grass
and trees and a broader division for the sky. The lower half of the
canvas appears to be a cutaway to show a tangled, thickly clus-

GAITHER POPE
New Paintings		
Cole Pratt Gallery
New Orleans, LA
___

TODAY THE EXPRESSION “less is more” has become a wearied
cliché. When the notable proponent for minimalism in architecture,
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, delivered those explanatory words in
regard to his work, they carried a tangible impact. The expression
still carries considerable weight, however, and this is particularly
true in its application to Gaither Pope’s minimalist paintings.
Pope’s paintings are largely abstractions with suggestions
of representational subjects rendered in painterly brushwork. The
Cole Pratt Gallery is exhibiting nine large luminous paintings by
Pope, all of which are executed in oil on panel. These glistening
works are heavy in the application of painting medium, with strategic areas of broadly applied brushwork over a smoothly finished
underpainting. Upon first glance, the canvases appear to be still
and static. Upon closer examination there is a sense of movement
in each composition. The canvases vary in time of day and weather
conditions—from dawn to dusk, and from clear skies to clouds
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Gaither Pope: Stone Berm. Oil on panel, 47.5” high.

______

Warring Dragons, seems to receive its title from the aleatory images that appear in clouds, while Pisces depicts a seemingly
empty seascape, but shows fish below the water’s surface. Pope
achieves variety and balance by depicting different sizes of fish
and bubbles under the waterline.
In Gifting Tide, the space is ambiguous. Like others in
this series, here the space is divided into two horizontal bands.
The viewpoint appears to be taken from a ship looking toward the
shore with three birds standing and feeding on the sand. A Chinese chop, a kind of inked and stamped signature, seems to float
beneath the bird at left. A hard-edged line between the sea and the
sandy shore causes a sense of unreality. On one hand, the painting
captures the sense of a turbulent tide in the lower horizontal band
while referring to a peaceful existence on shore. On the other hand,
the lower band, with its subtly brushed paint strokes, could be a
pool of shimmery still water reflecting a turbulent sky.
These paintings currently on exhibition at the Cole Pratt
Gallery can be compared to one of his 2014 paintings, Those in
Waiting, in which the composition is divided into three vertical
sections with similar gestural abstractions. A variety of subtly rendered textural shapes, suggestive of fish-like creatures, depicted
within these sharply divided bands convey a sense of movement.
This abstract work would present a successful composition if the
orientation were turned sideways. Also a minimalist painting, it
demonstrates a sense of artistic development and continuity within
Pope’s work.
q

tered root system below the surface of the water. The scene, which
portrays two worlds divided by a straight line, conveys the feel
of another world. Beneath the calm landscape there lies a sinuous
underworld.
In still another experiment with horizontal divisions of
space and a high-key analogous color scheme, Pope arranges the
horizon line in Last Three Sisters so high that it nearly reaches the
head of the frame. Three trees that bridge the sky and the marsh
at the top of the canvas could make a reference to that area where
a marsh begins and a forested area ends, or it could refer to the
last trees that survive environmental abuse and neglect. The sky is
reflected in a massive, textural, near-circular area of water in the
foreground, with overlapping mottled strokes of wash-like paint
that represents green foliage. Pope’s manner of employing a highkey analogous color scheme and glossy glaze creates a shimmery
impressionistic effect. Conversely, in Open Flood Gate (Strange
Water), the spherical area in the foreground is rusty-brown and
represents muddy waters discharging from the Mississippi River
through the Bonnet Carré Spillway into the marshes and merging
with the brackish waters of Lake Pontchartrain.
Another work with analogous colors, The Harp Unstrung
2, is divided into three horizontal bands, with the upper and lower
divisions painted to resemble a blue-gray mat. The “mat” frames
a luminous center wooded, marshy landscape that, despite some
perspectival arrangement to draw the viewer’s eye into deep space,
actually appears to move forward.
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David Buckingham: Installation view, Jonathan Ferrara Gallery.

Three Exhibitions
BY MARIAN S. MCLELLAN
more unless somebody’s looking over our shoulder to tell us what
we say is o.k. to say, if you will.
We do of course have galleries, purveyors of the will of
the word of the artist, looking over the golden shoulder. Turn this
spring to Jonathan Ferrara Gallery, where saying comes at us from
every direction, much like a drive along Magazine Street. The gallery does love the printed word!
Hence, we are greeted with New Orleans transplant
Skylar Fein’s room of oversize “Strike Anywhere” matchbooks
mounted on the wall plus a collaborative wall piece “Children of
the Night,” Fein’s collaborator being local street artist MRSA. In
a smaller space is David Buckingham’s antiquated signage collectively titled “Strong Medicine.”
For all three shows we must acknowledge the lingering
effects of Stuart Davis, whose love of words penned many colorful paintings. Davis’s impact is especially felt in Fein and MRSA’s

DAVID BUCKINGHAM
SKYLAR FEIN
Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
LIN EMERY
Arthur Roger Gallery
PAUL LEBLANC
Le Mieux Galleries
New Orleans, LA

_

“SAY WHAT YOU WILL.” That’s what artists are meant to do.
These days, however, the “you” is so media driven, and the “will”
is not so willful. It’s just the way of today. What we (want to) say,
or even think, can get us into a lot of trouble, quick, thanks to the
internet. Freedom is not just another word, it’s a word of the past.
Whatever we do, whatever we think, we do within the context of
our media driven society. Bold confidence just doesn’t exist any
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SKYLAR FEIN x MRSA: Go On-Spoil Yourself, 2015. Acrylic on wood and plaster, 44 x 44 x 2.5 inches.

Children of the Night wall piece, where an array of colorful words
broken into pieces much like puzzles make up a variety of odd
shapes. The carnival of words becomes secondary to the give and
take of light and dark with an occasional word, such as “GRITS”
or “LAZY” in the central, circular panel, appearing bold enough to
momentarily catch our consciousness.
And while Davis’ infamously titled “Lucky Strike” painting may have little to do with Fein’s matchbooks featuring commercial 20th century, both are becoming 21st century relics.
Less about the market but still playing on familiar phrases, especially vernacular, are the wall-mounted block letters of native New Orleanian David Buckingham. Suggestive of children’s

blocks, letter magnets and Google, the tangible letters create
phrases such as “Fuck U,” “Shut Up” and “MEH.” Buckingham’s
use of found materials adds to the letters’ dated appearance and to
the sense that they were once stowed somewhere, perhaps a covered wagon.
Gretna based Paul LeBlanc recycles found objects into
extreme assemblages to comprise his “The Mirror of Alchemy”
exhibit at LeMieux Galleries. One is reminded of arcades where
patrons hope to come away with a trinket. LeBlanc’s well-crafted
pieces, on the other hand, are also reminiscent of the altar of a
bowerbird, if the bird had transmigrated into human, or in the case
of “Rhopalocera,” a butterfly. “Rhopalocera” is replete with cy33

Lin Emery: Umbrella Tree, 2014. Brushed aluminum,117 x 127 (orbit) inches..
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Paul Leblanc: Rhopolocera, 2015. Acrylic, oil, gold, silver and copper leaf and mixed media 32” x 33” x 6.”

on beauty and life. The Umbrella Tree, standing about ten feet
tall and looking architecturally modernist, is actually more musical than sculptural despite having little or no sound. The stylized
leaves of Umbrella Tree just as well be notes on a staff, playing to
our eyes and ears. The same holds true for Cumulus, another treelike sculpture. This time the leaves are perhaps clouds, moving to
the rhythm of the music created when Nature’s relentless energy
and spectacle combine. Viewing Emery’s sculptures, no words are
needed.
q

press knee for abdomen. Tucked inside the altar is an angel with
butterfly wings protected by a white picket fence. There are even
tiny light bulbs activated by tea ball pulls.
More interactive work is found in Lin Emery’s kinetic
sculptures at Arthur Roger Gallery. Emery, a local sculptor whose
work is widely known in New Orleans and beyond, continues to
be inspired by the exquisite forms that Nature offers every day.
Movement is soothing to the human eye. Hypnotic even. To the
animal kingdom at large, movement is life. Emery harnesses Nature’s energy of form and movement in her glistening aluminum
sculptures and preserves Nature’s essence to give us meditations
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Studio
BY KATHY RODRIGUEZ
certainly a coveted view for many, who crave access to even the
physical remnants of the creative process. It seems akin to buying
printmakers’ plates after they have been cancelled, or the painter’s
mangled brushes at auction. Looking at aspects of the process
should impart a miraculous experience into the artist’s psyche, like
touching relics while on pilgrimage.
In each of the paintings, the paint itself is applied in an
expressionist manner. It is tactile and above the surface of the
panel or Plexiglas substrate. The physicality of the paint is also
like a relic – it is the index of Kobaslija’s presence, and a symbol
for the presence of the painter absent from the scene he depicts.
At least two of the painters –Jackson Pollock and Balthus
- whose studios appear in the paintings are no longer of this world,
forever physically absent from their spaces. Images of Pollock’s
studio floor offer the reverse view of Hans Namuth’s film of the
painter at work, positioned over his camera and painting on glass.
The Plexi substrate of Kobaslija’s paintings points directly to this
context. The brushstrokes in this work are like trompe-l’oeil renderings of the traces of paint on Pollock’s floor, where he laid canvases to dance around them while flinging paint from sticks.
The vision of Pollock, though, does not account for the
destructive force associated with his personality and found in his
action paintings. The paint explodes over the surface, tormented
by the artist’s erratic motions, covered and, more recently, cracking from the canvas surfaces onto which it barely adheres. The
delicacy and vulnerability of these paintings starkly contrasts the
Romantic violence with which they were created.
A thread of uncontrolled, or uncontrollable, violence
emerges in a comparison of these paintings to Kobaslija’s other
works. The painter won a Guggenheim fellowship in 2013 for his
work depicting the aftermath of the 2011 tsunami that destroyed
Kesennuma, a coastal town in northern Japan. Kobaslija’s wife
is Japanese, and the artist states he felt compelled to make paint-

AMER KOBASLIJA
Paintings
Arthur Roger Gallery
New Orleans, LA
_

THE ROMANTIC IMAGE of the solitary painter, alone in a garret
studio, strenuously working at a paint-spattered easel in the dead
of night, certainly persists in many imaginations. That painter
is charged, obsessed with the work – drunk on wine or turpentine, weary from extended periods of insomnia, living in relative
filth. Despite the perceived stink of such a scene, it is an engaging
thought that captures the creative vision of the uninitiated into studio practice in painting.
From paintings by Amer Kobaslija at Arthur Roger Gallery, it appears that the imagined situation is not much different
from standard, fanciful mental wanderings. Painting is a dogged
process, even if spontaneous – the activity of painting might be
perceived as sedentary, but the work is immense. This is also reflected in the exploded scenes of dirty laundry, stacked canvases,
decrepit furniture, and dirty floors in the often fluorescently-lit
spaces depicted in three-point perspective that fill Kobaslija’s panels. Worn chair seats might bear the deep indentations of a painter’s
continued presence, but the brushwork itself indicates the action of
the work.
The paintings range from small to sublimely large scale,
but the subject matter remains basically the same. Palettes change
slightly to accurately represent the light in the spaces. Specific
details are different. The skewed perspective remains consistent
as well, positioning the viewer like a “fly on the wall,” or ceiling, peering over the space without the painter present. This is
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Amer Kobaslija: Studio Floor (J. Pollock, E. Hamptons), 2014. Oil on Plexiglas, 12” high.

ings to “engage.” The paintings share the stretched perspective and
foreshortening of the studio images. Here, though, they suggest
an uncertain and elongated future, into decades of reconstruction.
Their sense of a stretch of time is stronger than in the paintings
at Arthur Roger, though the connection of time in studio space is
certainly suggested, especially through the accumulation of stuff
throughout the illusionistic spaces. Sublime nature has terrorized
humanity in these images, and humanity strives to grow back. In
addition, the artist immigrated from Bosnia – his childhood home
- in the nineties. Images of the chaos and destruction in that place
also emerge from the stilled destructions depicted in his scenes of
studios.
The paint takes on another character, especially as it
represents space. The cluttered scenes suggest the interior of the
creative mind, resting for a moment between periods of mania.
Pollock is a fairly recent example of the persistence of the idea of
artistic genius – the mad, melancholic painter, much like Michel-

angelo in creating heroic masterpieces. Kobaslija offers a view
into the mental state, and perhaps the contained brain itself, symbolized through the “skull” of the studio walls, that binds the brain
inside a constricted area. Like Hannibal Lecter removing a bit of
tissue from his victim’s opened cranium, Kobaslija excises a scene
from the frenetic activity of the studio/brain.
Kobaslija also made studies of Balthus’ studio. This
painter, whose work was curated into a retrospective exhibition
titled “Cats and Girls” during the feline-friendly exhibition year
of 2013, is best known for his psychologically ambiguous, sexually-charged figurative and narrative paintings. His work explores
madness, too, in a way, or at least deviance. In one of Kobaslija’s
images, the viewer is offered a still life of paint and quinces set
on a tabletop. The fruit bears obvious reference to breasts, a kind
of symbolism that is common to the genre, and the paint to both
artists’ medium of choice. Although scattered over the table, the
title of the work as “still life” references a purposeful arrangement.
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Amer Kobaslija: Still Life with Paint and Quinces (Balthus’ Table), 2010. Oil on panel,12 ½” high.
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Amer Kobaslija: Sputnik Sweetheart of New Orleans and the End of the World, 2007. Oil on panels, 85” high.

Press for the exhibition “Objects to be Contemplated,” a two-person show with Kobaslija at Ringling College, states that this show
closed just last month. In the painting at Arthur Roger, Kobaslija
seems to offer the still life as evidence of a moment of quietude. If
the average viewer spends just a few seconds in front of the work,
despite the hours of time devoted to creating it, Kobaslija’s intent
in this work seems fair, to balance out the investment by offering a
chance for contemplation.
The largest work in the show, titled Sputnik Sweetheart
of New Orleans and the End of the World, physically involves the
viewer through its immense scale. Sublimely large like Pollock’s
most recognized work, and spread over the back wall of the gallery, the vantage point taken by the painter is appropriately positioned on the wall so that the viewer, standing in front of it, is tactilely arranged to feel as though they are spread across the ceiling
parallel to the floor. One feels, perhaps, like Vik Muniz standing
over a pile of meticulously arranged trash, revealing the portrait

through his photograph. This scale only intimates the expanse of
creative possibility contained within the studio, though the viewer
might feel more involved in the scene. The series of studio interiors is ongoing, and the experiences of standing before this one
work suggests its possibilities are limitless.
This show marks Kobaslija’s first exhibition with Arthur
Roger. In this city, the concepts with which Kobaslija works are
consistently manifest. Madness and destruction pair with burgeoning genius and creation. The vibrance of the activity of the
arts is tempered by the difficulty of supporting them, in addition to
the inventive ways in which the arts are practiced and continued.
The city seems a fair home for the painter. One wonders if continued views of a studio here will serve as a metaphor for life here as
well.
q
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Masahiro Arai: Three Lemons. Oil on canvas. Carol Robinson Gallery.

Arai: Meticulous Balance
BY JUDITH H. BONNER

a variety of artifacts revealing his personal interests, or small suggestions of artist’s tools. Arai depicts a fish-shaped glass sculpture
in one still life and a carved standing frog in an interior scene.
Throughout the gallery, Arai’s compositions are well
constructed and based on geometric arrangements, particularly
rectangles, triangles, and trapezoidal elements. Several works are
characterized by strong horizontal or vertical lines. The still lifes
appear to be randomly arranged, but each is carefully balanced
with a variety of shapes. Lighting is an integral element in all these
works. In some works, the composition is softly lit, while in others
it is a strategic part of the development of the still life or interior
scene. In Light from the Kitchen strong light falls on a sofa and on
a small area of a bright orange pillow placed atop the back. The
place where the light strikes takes on an irregular glowing animallike shape. Arai depicts a still life on a table in the foreground.
Through the window, a landscape is made shallow by the neighboring house. A few branches from a shrub break the starkness. The
overall cool blue light suggests the falling light of late afternoon.
Arai obviously enjoys reading books, for these are
shown in a few of these canvases. The most telling is a trompe
l’oeil work painted to appear like mail placed, including foreign envelopes, upon a small book of Art Hansen’s Etchings.
The book points to the artist’s early career teaching lithogra-

MASAHIRO ARAI
After 20 Years: New Work
Carol Robinson Gallery
New Orleans, LA
__

AFTER A SEVEN year absence in the city, artist Masahiro
Arai has re-surfaced with an engaging exhibition at the Carol
Robinson Gallery. This solo show includes nearly forty paintings, plus a number of unframed artworks in a display portfolio.
Arai’s exhibition celebrates the 20th anniversary of his first exhibition at the Robinson Gallery in 1995, although that first exhibition was held at the gallery’s original Magazine street location. With a cursory glance, Arai’s paintings seem to fit into the
category of photo-realism; but there is a subtle painterly quality in the application of paint in select passages in these works.
Like that earlier exhibition, Arai’s new works focus on a
wide variety of realistic subjects, all of them having a pronounced
air of quietude. Individually and collectively, the works convey
an introverted, meditative mood. The viewer feels that the artist
has provided vignettes of his home, with a felicitous blending of
Asian and American artifacts and objects of everyday life. The observer becomes aware of the little incidents in the artist’s life, with
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Masahiro Arai: That Certain Morning. Oil on canvas, 18” high.

phy at the University of New Orleans. Perhaps to emphasize
that fact, Arai has inscribed his signature on the “book cover.”
In works like Three Apples, the colors are blended expertly, especially the varied red tones, and the highlighting and
shadowing of the apples. The vivid red tones are offset with ecrucolored woodwork and gray Venetian blinds. Strong light filters
through the blinds and defines the fruit, as well as the shadows
they cast. The vertical and horizontal elements of the window
trim and blinds are balanced by the round apples, the ovoid of the
plate on which they rest, and the trapezoidal shape of the cloth
underneath the plate. The gray lines that represent the shadows
of the blinds falling on the white cloths retain a painterly effect.
A number of Arai’s compositions make subtle references
to the passing of time. This is most evident in a pencil and charcoal
drawing. The various objects are arranged horizontally across the
picture plane, including an hourglass, a flower in a glass decanter,
a cup and saucer, a date book, a small brown box and light bulb,
and a stack of three books upon which rests a glass filled with
pencils. While similar objects appear in Arai’s other paintings, it
is the hourglass that is unmistakable as a measure of the quick
passage of time. Likewise, the datebook is a record of passing
time, while the light bulb has a limited life capacity. These elements seem to parallel the legend in Greek mythology in which
the three Fates, who were daughters of Zeus, govern Time and
a person’s life span. According to the legend, Clotho spun the
thread, Lachesis measured it, and Atropos cut the thread.

Unlike the majority of sparsely arranged compositions in
this show, a work titled Three Lemons is a celebration of closely
spaced narrow black and white stripes on the upholstered seat
and back of a settee. A white plate with two lemons sitting in the
corner of the settee offsets the starkness, while the gray shadow
of a green lemon in the foreground suggests a human shape.
One small work shows a detail of a garden, as though
looking through a window pane. A brightly painted white
flower is set against diverse green shapes of foliage; a lavender colored bulb in the lower left adds variety in color.
By contrast, a large horizontal canvas, Still Life with
Window, is the most complicated compositional arrangement in the exhibition. Three receptacles of different size and
shape reflect against a tripartite mirror in the background. Unlike Arai’s other paintings, here the still life is dark in the foreground. The foliage in one of the vases is light in color. The
branches are carefully balanced with the shadow of the plant
outside the window falling on the side of a wood frame house.
Without doubt, these artworks are meticulously conceived
intellectually before the artist sets his hand to the canvas. His deliberate control of light and dark is pronounced throughout his work, as
is Arai’s careful balance of all compositional elements. Rather than
attempting to reproduce still lifes as realistically as possible as in
most tromp l’oeil paintings, Arai delights in passages in which the
textural effect of the brush stroke is obvious to the discerning eye.
q
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On Cinema

Jeff Goldblum as Kovacs, The Grand Budapest Hotel.

Remembrance of Things Past:
‘Grand Budapest Hotel’
BY JOHN MOSIER
Moms, Bullet to the Head, or 47 Ronin, the actual figures have
been pretty wobbly.
The frequent reaction of moviegoers unfamiliar with the
state of the industry who look at the profit and loss figures is a
puzzled shrug, followed by a query as to how on earth this film got
made. A recent study of a random set of new releases suggested
average losses in the range of 100 to 250 million. The same methodology suggests that Anderson’s films have actually made a few
dollars, which is probably why he gets to keep on making them.
Thus far his films big on smug cuteness and short on interest. The
flat, monotonic delivery and physical immobility of the actors deflates any dramatic interest. Nor is there any compensation from
the triviality of the action and the sketchy plots. The films seemed
saturated in a self indulgent and boastful cleverness that all too
frequently reveals minimal talent.
But given where Hollywood is today, and has been for the
past decade, there is nothing unusual here. As to why the films get
made, the best and most coherent explanation is the one advanced

THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL
Director: Wes Anderson
_

IN TERMS OF their critical reception, Wes Anderson’s films have
been all over the critical landscape, ranging from a widely panned
Life Aquatic (2004) to the almost universally praised Moonrise
Kingdom (2012), with Darjeeling Limited (2007) at the low end,
and The Royal Tenenbaums (2001) in the middle.
Audience responses, judging from several on-line ratings
systems, have basically tracked the critics. Probably, they give a
more balanced view of his work, since actual viewers didn’t see
much difference between the film the critics were very high on and
the one they didn’t much care for.
Curiously, the one that was the most disliked was the only
one that made any money. Although Anderson hasn’t yet made a
financial disaster on the order of Cutthroat Island, Mars Needs
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Adrien Brody as Dimitri, The Grand Budapest Hotel.

by Robert Altman in his 1992 comedy, The Player, although where
Altman’s explanation fails is that there’s never any hint about
where the money comes from to keep funding a series of financial
flops and failures.
At this point in time, New Orleanians who read the newspapers probably have a better idea than Altman ever did.
So Anderson is basically just another mildly entertaining
and somewhat irritating example of what the industry funds when
it runs out of comic books, remakes, and special effects.
All that being said, in his latest work, The Grand Budapest Hotel, Anderson’s quirks and foibles come together in a
surprisingly literate and entertaining way. Although it’s always
presumptuous for the critic to start delivering insights about the
artist’s mind, much less his intentions, Grand Budapest looks like
the film Anderson has always been trying to make.
Or, to put it another way, it is his iconic work, like Atom
Egoyan’s Exotica or Francis Ford Coppola’s Godfather I. Apt
comparisons, since we are not talking about artists of the caliber of
Luis Buñuel or Ingmar Bergman—or even John Ford—but rather
an intermediate class. Men (almost entirely), who have successful
careers in that they make a good many films, aren’t untalented,
but rarely fill us with surprise and delight. Salieri as opposed to
Mozart, Pontiac as opposed to Mercedes Benz. Readers are free
to construct their own analogies, or to quarrel with the idea. The
point is that although the directors mentioned aren’t great artists of
the medium, they have their moments.
The difficult part comes in when one tries to explain why
the work in question transcends mediocrity. Take the opening
scenes of the film. In the first segment, we see a very smoothly
done sequence of shots. A young woman, a girl, in a barren park.

She pins a medal on a monument with a bust atop. The monument has many such adornments. The crudely engraved inscription says ‘Our National Treasure’. We see the head atop the monument (straight on). The girl is holding a book. Now we’re looking
straight down at the back of the dust jacket: a photograph of the
actual author whose bust we’ve just seen. Abruptly we’re looking
at the same man, seated behind a desk. He’s giving an interview.
“1985” appears on the screen.
The sequence flows smoothly, just lingering on each shot
long enough for us to make the connection. For Anderson, this
tightly controlled sequence is something new. His camera eye
tends to ramble; or, to butcher a phrase of Godard, his camera-style
tends towards doodles.
The background, the medals, the inscription, all fairly
scream out: somewhere in Eastern Europe after the collapse of
communism. Then the writer’s remarks: his best stories, he says,
are simply records of what he saw, what someone related to him.
Just so, one might say: that’s exactly the sort of thing great narrative artists always say. Read Conrad’s introduction to The Secret
Agent. Anderson is tapping into a venerable discussion that goes
back a thousand years or more.
The best stories are the unusual and improbable ones; the
task of the artist is to make them believable, or, to use Goethe’s
phrase, to give the previously unheard of happenability. Whether
viewers decided Anderson has succeeded in this or not, the opening of the film gives it an intellectual substance that Hollywood
films quite lack, qualities that have certainly been absent in all his
previous films.
Nor is it any surprise that after the film is over, and the
credits roll past, we read that this film was “inspired” by the writ43

ings of Stefan Zweig.
In the 1920s, Zweig was a very popular writer, but today,
not many film critics—and very few Americans—recognize the
name. But Zweig, like his fellow Austrians Joseph Roth and Robert Musil, is an intellectual heavyweight.
Moreover the actual film that we see is an attempt to recapture the same vanished Central European world they portrayed
in novels such as The Man Without Qualities (Musil), The Radetsky March (Roth), and Zweig’s autobiographical Memories of
Yesterday. The result is work both subtle and outrageous, fanciful
and sober—precisely the same tonality we find in these writers.
It could be termed clear-eyed nostalgia. The writers all
look back on “yesterday” with an affectionate regard that is the
result of seeing how horrible subsequent events were. They all
witnessed the world prophesied by one of Dostovesky’s characters
in Bestia (translated alternatively into English as The Possessed or
The Devils).
“Every member of society spies on the others, and it is his
duty to inform against them . . . All are slaves and equal in their
slavery . . . the level of education, science, and talent is lowered.
. . . . In the herd there is bound to be equality.”
Their nostalgia is justified.
Now the interesting point about how Anderson creates
his story is that he grasps something that is generally rather alien
to the Anglo-American concept of “Great” literature—the surprisingly comic tonality always bubbling beneath the surface of these
serious and often intellectually difficult works. Frankly, that’s an
achievement.
It’s also quite a risk. Most of our intellectuals don’t get it.
Those people who read the first installment of Marcel Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past without grasping that it’s actually very
funny, aren’t likely to get it here either. But filmmakers who take
the sort of risk that permeates Budapest should be praised simply
for their effort. Surprise and delight indeed.
Part of the delight is that instead of trying to dust the cobwebs off some actual country, Anderson has assembled his own,
complete with fanciful names and vaguely sinister politics. The
star of the set is the hotel itself, burnished and tricked out to be the
epitome of the high luxury of the 1920s and 1930s, a luxury that’s
very far removed from what we see today.
Although travelers rarely stop to consider this, in truth
we’re talking about two entirely different things. The George Cinq
(Paris), the Bayerische Hof (Munich), Brenners Park Hotel (Baden
Baden), the Bristol (Vienna) have all not only been continuously
refurbished and modernized, they’ve been transformed to reflect
the needs or desires of the contemporary traveler.
To get an idea of what the older style was, it is necessary
to visit a hotel like the Gellert (Budapest) or the Pupp (Karlsbad,
now Karlovy Vary), where the visitor can see the remnants of a
bygone age, when there was little air travel, when guests stayed for
weeks, brought their servants with them, together with mountains
of trunks.
The Grand Budapest is a wonderful visual snapshot of
that bygone era. Cleverly, Anderson lets us see what it looked like
then, and what it looked like in 1968 when the then young writer
visited it. He has a good feel for how the Bolshevik-installed regimes of the region desecrated these marvelous buildings, turning
them into mildewed and decaying relics of their former glory.

That fate is mentioned in the film, casually, towards the
end, but the impact is purely visual—as with virtually everything
else.
The visual is emphasized by a neat cinematic device.
There are three distinct time periods in the film. When the films
starts, we’re in 1985. The famous writer starts telling us about
a story he heard when he was younger, first visited the hotel: in
1968. The story he hears takes place in the early 1930s. We see
the first two periods in a wide screen, sixteen by nine format. The
third and earliest period is in the traditional squarish format (nowadays usually described somewhat inaccurately as five by four).
Not just a gimmick: the scenes in the former are shot in a
way that emphasizes the separation of the characters from one another and the extent to which they are isolated solitaries in a barren
environment. Scenes in the older format bring people and objects
in closer proximity, contribute to the feeling of nostalgia.
Against these frames, the curiously flat dialogue and the
stiffness of the characters seem appropriate, whereas in Anderson’s earlier films, it mostly comes across as an irritating mannerism. Typically, an Anderson film relies on well known actors, but
he rarely lets them act. And since he also uses virtually unknown
actors as well, the result often looks like an amateur theatrical.
For example, after seeing Edward Norton in Anderson’s
films, seeing him in The Illusonist is something of a shock: he’s
actually an accomplished actor. Whatever one’s judgment of this
film (most critics were unimpressed), his performance is the key
component. Insofar as the story works—and it’s a most improbable one—it works because of him.
Turning that around, one can say that one of the flaws in
Anderson’s films is that he never lets his lead actors do very much.
But again, this film is different. The central character Monsieur
Gustav, the concierge of the Grand Budapest, dominates the action. The story is really about him, and, as played by Ralph Fiennes, he takes control of every scene he’s in. Gustav is a complex
character who embodies all the charms and the weaknesses of the
period. He’s by turns urbane, sophisticated, pretentious, profane,
and contradictory.
Facing certain death, he recites sentimental poetry—and
then, when saved, utters a pithy obscenity, and the flatly unemotional delivery of everyone else’s lines (including Norton’s) work
as a sort of foil to Gustav’s mercurial character.
In other words, he’s not lost in the set, nor does he come
across as an actor trapped in a costume drama.
The deadpan delivery and expressionless features of his
young apprentice, Zero Mustapha (Tony Revolori) is the perfect
foil, and in this case it actually makes sense. When we finally
learn about the horrific experiences he’s suffered, we see why he’s
perpetually blank: it’s the face of someone who’s been traumatized.
There is also an actual plot; a very traditional one involving mayhem, matricide, greed, and justice. It’s highly melodramatic, and seeing how it resolves itself is one of the pleasures of
the film.
In a curious way, given the dramatic differences in their
tone, Budapest is constructed in precisely the same way Luchino
Visconti’s Death in Venice is. Both films plunge us into lush period recreations, both rely heavily on one central character, and
both are deeply literary.
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Willem Dafoe as Jopling, The Grand Budapest Hotel.

They’re also pulled together in the same way. Visconti
used the music of Mahler as a unifying device, employing it to
remind us at every turn of von Aschenbach’s tortured soul. Anderson commissioned the French composer Alexandre Desplat for his
soundtrack, and Desplat deliberately relied not just on the minor
key melodies typical of the region, but on the actual instruments
that make their music so distinctive; in particular he made heavy
use of the unique sounds of the Cimbalom.
Anyone who finds the traditional popular music making of the area fascinating and seductive will find the Desplat
soundtrack a delight. A good thing, too, because, as in Visconti,
the music plays an important role. Long segments of the film have
no dialogue at all (or very little). In Moonride Kingdom Anderson
gave hints of an awareness of how music can work in the cinema,
but it was nothing by comparison to this.
As an aside to just how cleverly this is done, listen to the
music being played as the production credits roll at the end of the
film. The effect (which is also visual) is not merely clever, it’s
delightful. One willingly sits through the credits just to hear the
music.
Given that Visconti’s film is tragical, psychoanalytical,
and austerely serious, this might seem a strange comparison.
But actually, it simply reflects the difference between
sources. Thomas Mann was a brooding North German who skewered his central characters. He buries us in Gustav von Aschenbach’s rationalizations, as he desperately tries to repress his sexual

attraction to an adolescent boy. But abruptly—and somewhat buried in the protagonist’s fanciful fantasies—is the author’s brutal
condemnation. A good many readers miss it, and rightly so; untangling Mann’s torturous prose (he makes Henry James look like
Ernest Hemingway) is a difficult task. But it’s right there on the
page.
On the other hand, Mann’s Austrian contemporaries, from
Schnitzler to Zweig, although no less psychoanalytically aware,
were much more charitable towards their characters, just as they
were much more disposed towards seeing the absurdities of life.
When, in Musil’s The Man Without Qualities, Walter tells Ulrich
that “You are the kind of man who regards canned vegetables as
the raison d’etre of fresh greens,” he makes a pungent criticism of
Mann. Or as Goethe observed much earlier: “The Germans are,
certainly, strange people. By their deep thoughts and ideas, which
they seek in everything and fix upon everything, they make life
much more burdensome than is necessary.”
Exactly. If he manages nothing else, Anderson is able to
capture that unique perspective not only on a vanished era, but on
the sensibilities of the great writers who wrote both to mourn its
passing and to explain why it failed to survive. Or, as the Hungarian proverb would have it: the situation is hopeless but not serious.
							
q
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On Television

Pop Culture (As in Soda)
BY STEPHEN R BACHMANN
In the penultimate scene of the series, we see Don Draper
participating in group meditation, at a California retreat which
seems to specialize in the touchy and the feely, and which seems
to attract a gaggle of persons who seem as lost if not more so than
Draper. Don and everyone else are chanting OMMMM. The
camera focuses on Don’s omming face. A small smiled crosses his
lips. The screen then cuts to an excerpt from the famous CocaCola commercial where a bunch of interracial kids are singing how
they would like to buy the world a Coke. Then the screen runs the
credits for the last time.
The general interpretation of this scene is that Don re-discovered himself as an ad man and returned to New York to create
that classic commercial. MAD MEN in general is rife with Coke
references, and in particular Don encounters a hippie lass at the
California camp who sports pigtails and red ribbons, and her variations appear at a number of junctures during the climactic Coke
commercial. In keeping with the historical allusions that MAD
MEN tends to maintain, the famous advertisement in question first
ran a few months after Don’s omming session.
This interpretation is as reasonable as it is irritating. Fortunately, over the course of MAD MEN, auteur Matt Weiner has
often proved able to raise his production over the mere soap opera
level (but let’s be clear, as a soap opera it’s darn fun, dammit!).
Weiner often raised MAD MEN to levels higher than a
soap bubble when he introduced ambiguity, and the final ending to
MAD MEN provided no exception. Since that ambiguity allows
me to dismiss the general interpretation, I am going to grab it here
and make two observations.

The End of Television’s
Mad Men

FOR BETTER OR worse, I got hooked on MAD MEN from its
beginning episode, broadcast in July 2007. Part of the reason I
got hooked derived from the many unsettling sensations of déjà vu
which it precipitated. My brother and I are exact contemporaries
of two of the children, Glen and Sally. Many scenes contained
many items which stimulated flashbacks, ranging from streaming
smoke, flowing alcohol, green suburban grass, yellow suburban
sun, blue suburban skies, to the relative absence of inconvenient
black people. Perhaps each episode should have begun with what
are now called trigger warnings. A sense of chronology accompanied and assisted MAD MEN’s sense of realism: the show lasted
eight years (from 2007 to 2015), while the show’s subject lasted
ten, beginning in early 1960, and ending in autumn, 1970.
MAD MEN merits discussion from many perspectives,
but the point of this short discussion is simply to raise some comments on its ending, which I have not seen raised elsewhere.
Many of MAD MEN’s seven seasons can be seen as a
multiple recapitulation of John Updike’s RABBIT RUN. Instead
of Harry Angstrom, MAD MEN gives us Don Draper, a talented
but messed up ad man, whose messedupedness seem to inspire
both his singular talent and his numerous abscondings.
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Jon Hamm as Don Draper in Mad Men.
______

First, the last line from the Coke commercial that one
really hears in the MAD MAN excerpt is the line “It’s the real
thing!” In chanting Om, Don Draper has been exploring the reality
of Nirvana, and the notion that there is something more real than
his past life, and our quotidian, daily experience. The question
becomes what is really real here? The integrity of the nirvana
world, or the constructions of the advertising world? Did Don
leave one for the other? What reality did he pick? Which reality
have we chosen? How real have we allowed the world of MAD
MEN to become to us with all our internet conversation concerning it? In one sense, the end of MAD MEN compares to the ending
of Shakespeare’s last play, THE TEMPEST. Are we the stuff of
dreams? Stage plays? TV commercials? TV shows? Om?
The shift from Om to Coke does not encourage one to
draw too many positive conclusions for Don’s ultimate fate. Indeed, one criticism of MAD MEN is that all of its characters end
up too happily for a group of people whose profession is inventing desires for Americans who cannot afford them and should not
need them. (The premier exception to this rule is Don’s first wife,
who dies of lung cancer resulting from the cigarettes her swain
has so successfully promoted – and, by the way, what about that
silhouette guy who keeps falling off the building at the rolling of
the show’s opening credits?)
However, aside from the convenience that the characters’ denouements provide for happy soap opera endings, they also
point to a more grisly moral. A version of the moral may be found
in Thomas Frank’s THE CONQUEST OF COOL. The point of
Frank – and MAD MEN, perhaps – is that the 1960s constituted

one great challenge to consumer capitalism. But consumer capitalism ultimately triumphed. And it triumphed not by rejecting
the Sixties’ critiques and challenges, it triumphed by adopting and
co-opting them. That this is so is evident from almost every commercial one watches today. Like the Sixties dissidents, the ad will
tell you that you are in danger, and the danger is conformity, repression, and stability. And like the Sixties dissidents, the ad will
tell you that the solution is individuality, liberation and revolution.
Unlike the Sixties dissidents, the ad will tell you that you secure
your solution not through personal or social change, but through
the purchase of a commodity.
This is the vision of MAD MEN. One looks at reality and
blanches. One looks to the millennia of wisdom from the East.
One settles for a bottle of fizz.
The vacuity of this vision was protested in the West in upheavals of the Sixties. Today the vacuity of the vision is suggested
in the twisted objections which Western culture is getting from
the Middle East. I find the ends and means of these protests to be
wrong and repulsive. But they are symptoms, a perverse version
of 1968 in pseudo-Islamic garb.
The inadequacy of our fizz culture may yet inspire more
eruptions in the West. For the time being, we have Samuel Beckett: “Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try Again. Fail again. Fail
better.” Westward, ho!
q
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Gordon Parks at the Arthur Roger Gallery.

______

Calendar
COMPILED BY MICHAEL R.. CURRY
A GALLERY FOR FINE PHOTOGRAPHY, 241 Chartres St.
(568-1313, www.agallery.com). Sir Analog and Lady Digital:
Jerry Uelsmann (photography), Maggie Taylor (photography),
March 14 - July 30.

ARTHUR ROGER GALLERY, 432 Julia St. (522-1999, www.
arthurrogergallery.com). Amer Kobaslija (painting), March 28 –
July 25. David Bates: Coastal Paintings, May 2 – July 25. Gordon Parks: Ali (photographs), August 1 – September 26. Bruce
Davenport: (works on paper), August 1 - September 26, 2015.

ACADEMY GALLERY, 5256 Magazine St. (899-8111, www.
noafa.com). New Orleans Academy of Fine Arts Annual Student
Show, through July 24, 2015.

BARRISTER’S GALLERY, 2331 St. Claude Ave. (525-2767,
www.barristersgallery.com).

ANTENNA GALLERY, 3718 St Claude Ave. (298-3161, www.
press-street.com/antenna) Mixed Messages 5, group exhibition
presented with the New Orleans Loving Festival, through July 6.

BOYD SATELLITE, 440 Julia St. (899-4218, www.boydsatellitegallery.com). Summer show, July; Louisiana Cereal, August;
Peter Hoffman, September, 2015.

ARIODANTE GALLERY, 535 Julia St. (524-3233, www.ariodantegallery.com). Suzanne and Angelique Juneau (jewelry), Ben
Hamburger (paintings), Cheryl Grace (paintings), Cheri BenIesau (paintings), Brad Abrams (glasswork), July 4–28, 2015.

BRUNNER GALLERY, 215 N. Columbia St. Covington (985893-0444, www.brunnergallery.com). Rick Brunner, New Sculpture and Furniture Designs.
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Carlie Trosclair in “Reverb” at the Contemporary Arts Center.
______

CALLAN CONTEMPORARY, 518 Julia St. New Orleans (5250518, www.callancontemporary.com). SEAMLESS BELONGING: Teresa Cole (installation and mixed media), through July 28.

FOUNDATION GALLERY, 1109 Royal. (568-0955, www.foundationgallerynola.com). Sea and Soil (group exhibit): Aline
Cross, Kathy Dumesnil, Faye Earnest, Pippin Frisbe-Calder,
Lee Morais, and Elizabeth Simon, through July 3. Layla Ardalan, August 8-30.

CAROL ROBINSON GALLERY, 840 Napoleon Ave. at Magazine (895-6130, www.carolrobinsongallery.com). Summer Group
Exhibition: Cathy Hegman, Bernard Mattox, Beverly Dennis, and
gallery artists (various media with new work), through July 28.
COLE PRATT GALLERY, 3800 Magazine St.(891-6789, www.
coleprattgallery.com). Bill Iles, new collection of work by this
Lake Charles artist (through June 27). Mike Williams, September
27 - October 31, 2015

HISTORIC NEW ORLEANS COLLECTION, 533 Royal St.
(523-4662, www.hnoc.org). From Winnfield to Washington: The
Life and Career of Huey P. Long: (documents, photographs, and
audiovisual records), through October 11. Hand-carved duck decoys (ongoing).
GEORGE & LEAH MCKENNA MUSEUM OF AFRICANAMERICAN ART, 2003 Carondelet St. (586-7432, www.themckennamuseum.com). The Spirit of Haitian Culture: Creativity, Perseverance. Resilience: exhibition of Haitian art (through July,18).

COLLINS DIBOLL ART GALLERY, Loyola University, (8615456, www.loyno.edu/dibollgallery/). Senior Exchange Show:
Mississippi State University students, through Sept. 10.
CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER, 900 Camp St. (210-0224,
www.cacno.org). REVERB: Past, Present, Future, August 1 - November 1, 2015).

GOOD CHILDREN GALLERY, 4037 St Claude (616-7427,
www.goodchildrengallery.com). Landscape Sublime: Anastasia
Samoylova. Summer Palace: Jessica Bizer and Sheila Santamaria, both through July 5.

d.o.c.s. Gallery, 709 Camp St. (524-3936, www.docsgallery.com).
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Dawn DeDeaux in “Ten Years Gone” at the New Orleans Museum of Art.

______

ISAAC DELGADO FINE ARTS GALLERY, 615 City Park Ave.
(671-6377, www.dcc.edu/dnts/art-gallery).

(568-6968, www.lsm.crt.state.la.us). From Dirty Shirts to Buccaneers: the Battle of New Orleans (art, artifacts, and documents).
Louisiana: a Medley of Cultures (art and display), ongoing.

JEAN BRAGG GALLERY OF SOUTHERN ART, 600 Julia
Street, (895-7375, www.jeanbragg.com). Old French Town: early
20th century French Quarter (paintings), through July.

MARTINE CHAISSON GALLERY, 727 Camp St. (304-7942,
www.martinechaissongallery.com). Pop Up Show 2015: group
exhibition, Colin Roberson, Elena Ricci, Jono Goodman, Richard McCabe, and others, through July 18. Mallory Page, August
1, 2015 - September 26, 2015.

JONATHAN FERRARA GALLERY, 400a Julia St. (522-5471,
www.jonathanferraragallery.com), Margaret Evangeline (abstract paintings). Initiating Cause and Effect: Katrina Andry
(woodblock reduction prints), both through July 25. Marna Shopoff, July 29 – August 29; 19th Annual No Dead Artists, September
2-26, 2015.

NEWCOMB ART GALLERY, Tulane University. (865-5328,
www.newcombartgallery.tulane.edu). Gallery closed until September 8.

LE MIEUX GALLERIES, 332 Julia St. (522-5988, www.lemieuxgalleries.com) Ouroboros: group exhibition curated by Christy
Wood and Jordan Blanton, through July 25. Kathryn Hunter, August 1 - September 12.

NEW ORLEANS MUSEUM OF ART, City Park. (658-4100),
www.noma.org) Self/Reflection: group exhibition from the permanent collection (photography), through August 9. Ten Years Gone:
featuring Willie Birch, Dawn DeDeaux, Isabellle Hayer, Spring
Hurlbut, Nicholas Nixon, and Christopher Saucedo (Katrina
commemoration group exhibition), through Sept. 7. A Louisiana

LOUISIANA STATE MUSEUM CABILDO, 701 Chartres St.
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Betsy Eby at the Ogden Museum of Southern Art.
______

Parlor: Antebellum Taste & Context: Rococo-Revival style parlor from Butler-Greenwood Plantation, St. Francisville, La. (display), through Oct. 11. “Forever”: Odili Donald Odita (mural),
through December. Orientalism: Taking and Making: European
and American art influenced by diverse cultures, through December 2016.

SOREN CHRISTENSEN GALLERY, 400 Julia St. (569-9501,
www.sorenchristensen.com). Jason Horton, Dana Chapman,
Bill Dunlap, Krista Eubanks, and others (group exhibition).
STELLA JONES GALLERY, Place St. Charles, 201 St. Charles
Ave. (568-9050, www.stellajonesgallery.com). Evolution of a
Warrior: Elizabeth Catlett in New Orleans, (through July 30).

NEW ORLEANS PHOTO ALLIANCE, 1111 St Mary St. (6104899, www.neworleansphotoalliance.org). [Hy
phen] Americans: Kelley Anderson-Staley (photography). When
Morning Comes: Brandon Thibodeaux (photography), both
through July 26.

STEVE MARTIN STUDIOS, 624 Julia St. (566-1390, www.stevemartinfineart.com). Artisan Junction: Gustavo Duke, Travis
Linde, Amy Boudreaux, Jose Luis Rodriguez, Jedd Haas, Steven Soltis, and others, ongoing.

OGDEN MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN ART, 925 Camp St. (5399600. www.ogdenmuseum.org). Cultural Mechanic: Jim Roche
(various media), through July 12. Artist Spaces: Tina Freeman
(photography),through September 6. The Rising: group exhibition (photography), through Sept. 20. Bean and Bailey Ceramics:
Anderson Bailey and Jessie Bean (ceramic art), through Sept. 29.
Painting with Fire: Betsy Eby (painting), through Oct. 25. SelfTaught: Outsider and Visionary Art: from the permanent collection, through Nov. 7.

THE FRONT, 4100 St Claude Ave. (301-8654, www.nolafront.
org). Along St. Claude: Jonathan Traviesa and Eve Abrams
(photography and radio documentary). Prepare NOW: EyeSplice
Collective (weather-inspired art). Revenant : John Powers (animation and sculpture), all through July 5. Feral, July 11 – Aug 2.
UNO-ST. CLAUDE GALLERY, 2429 St. Claude Ave. (280-6410,
www.finearts.uno.edu/gallery.html). Spectra: curated by Edra
Soto (g roup exhibition), through August 2.
q
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